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that destroyed France! How? By getting France involved in perpetual warfare throughout Europe, which
resulted in the triumph of the British Empire over
France, a condition which exists to the present day!
Now that’s a helluva bad choice of patriotism!
. . .And we are in a situation where we have to make
clear to the American people, why they are behaving
like such fools. You have over 80% of the U.S. adult
population, recognizing that this government and these
parties, are no good for them. However, what do they
show then? They show that, in significant part, by talking about this crazy new party [the Tea Party]. Which is
nonsense, a complete piece of nonsense. And why do
they like it? Because it’s not the Republican and not the
Democratic Party. It’s a helluva bad choice!
So anyway, you are dealing with a population which,
when talked to individually, or talked to in the right
kind of subject area, will respond sanely. When it comes
to political behavior, mass political behavior, both as
members of Congress, or political systems, or members
of the population, when mobilized around their representatives, behave insanely! The insanity is the popular
opinion based on pleasure/pain. And they can’t free
themselves from that! They’ve been conditioned!
“You can’t do that.” “Why?” “Well. . .”—long
answer, but it amounts to pleasure/pain. And you have
members of the Congress, who agree with me, specifically, on the action to be taken, did not take it. Now,
they put the entire nation, going into November, into
the continuation of what is presently a global breakdown crisis, which can be the end of civilization, planetwide. And these damned fools are doing it.
But, you know, you can’t just scream at them. You
have to recognize that they’re mentally ill. And the
mental illness is this belief in liberalism, that is, the
belief that there is no truth, knowable to the average
citizen out there, except the effects of pleasure/pain,
and pleasure/pain is regulated by popular opinion: That
is the device which measures what pleasure/pain is.
And measures not truth, but pleasure/pain. And that is
what we saw, so far, this week.
Now, it doesn’t mean, that that’s inevitable to continue, because we are at a breaking point. There is a
hyperinflation, fully under way now. People are pretending that it does not exist, but it does! There is a total
breakdown of the world monetary-financial system, and
physical-economic system, now in process. And the
only thing that’s going to change it, at this point, is the
effect that pleasure/pain is negated by pleasure/pain: A
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breakdown of the system, negates the existing rule of
pleasure/pain, by a new principle of pleasure/pain. And
that’s the only thing we left!

The Dangers Ahead
And this is the kind of thing that led to the French
Revolution. The French Revolution was a very destructive process, not because the issues did not exist, but

London Mouthpiece
Acknowledges Reality
Oct. 1—City of London scribbler Ambrose
Evans-Pritchard of the Daily Telegraph, acknowledged the reality of the insane hyperinflationary
policy of the Federal Reserve, in an article published Sept. 27.
Evans-Pritchard wrote, under the headline
“Shut down the Fed (2)”: “I apologise to readers
around the world for having defended the emergency stimulus policies of the US Federal Reserve, and for arguing like an imbecile naif that
the Fed would not succumb to drug addiction, political abuse, and mad intoxicated debauchery,
once it began taking its first shots of quantitative
easing.”
“My pathetic assumption was that Ben Bernanke would deploy further QE only to stave off
deflation, not to create inflation. If the Federal
Open Market Committee cannot see the difference, God help America.
“. . .So all those hillsmen in Idaho, with their
Colt 45s and boxes of krugerrands, who sent furious e-mails to the Telegraph accusing me of defending a hyperinflating establishment cabal
were right all along. The Fed is indeed out of
control.
“. . .Sooner or later we may learn what the
Fed’s hawkish bloc of Fisher, Lacker, Plosser,
Hoening, Warsh and Kocherlakota really think
about this latest lurch into monetary la-la-land,
with all that it implies for moral hazard and debt
contracts. If I have written harsh words about
these heroic resisters, I apologise for that too.”
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